
 

 

 

Green Homes Australia Announces Partnership with Trader’s Powermesh 

For The Ultimate In Connected Spaces 

Green Homes is an award-winning design and construction company, building energy efficient homes right 

across the globe. Sustainability and energy efficiency are of the most value and importance to the brand, 

which is why we have partnered with Powermesh to deliver the most futuristic and innovative products to 

enhance each Green Home even further.   

Powermesh is a simple, secure and reliable mesh network that links multiple devices in your home through 

Bluetooth connection. With a range of Powermesh enabled products available, your home will display total 

convenience, the strongest network signals, and complete reliability.  

Powermesh is technology made simple. The network allows multiple connection points in your home. The 

more linked devices you have, the stronger and more reliable your home network is. Unlike traditional 

wireless connection, Powermesh has no central host or hub which eliminates dropout issues. Each device 

you connect plays a role, sharing the networks workload and adding to its strengths and reliability.  

Powermesh is a ‘Good Design Award Winner’ for 2020 and is commended for the futuristic and modern 

design as well as its innovative technology.   

Powermesh has an extensive range of innovative products to choose from to suit your home ranging from 

light switches through to garage door controls. You can manage these quality features right from your 

phone wherever you are with the cloud connect. The Zimi Cloud Connect lets you manage your homes 

energy use from anywhere in the world, enables voice commands in the world of Google and Amazon Alexa 

and monitors your power to recommend potential savings. Simply connect to the internet and open the 

Zimi app to explore, it could not be easier and the humble home changes in amazing fashion with 

Powermesh compared to Traditional Powerpoints and Light Switches.    

With multiple mesh networks connected throughout your new Green Home, you will be displaying the 

highest level of energy efficiency, sustainability, and overall modern interior and innovative design 

available. Powermesh is a family of connected products and is designed to keep you connected to your 

home in the most efficient way possible, and they have done just that. Powermesh products are easily 

installed and require no additional wiring or complications.  

Trader distributes Powermesh product. Simon Gerard, the Managing Director of Trader and Chairman of 

Zimi (the company that owns Powermesh) had this to say about the new partnership with Green Homes 

Australia: “We are delighted to be working with a fabulous new national partner, Green Homes Australia. 

Homeowners are becoming increasingly energy conscious. Our devices help monitor and manage energy 

consumption and are therefore a perfect complement to Green Homes, the only builder in Australia 

compliant with the ISO for design and construction of energy efficient homes.” 

 

Mick Fabar, CEO Green Homes Group, commented: “Building the healthiest, most sustainable homes 

around the country in the 21st century requires the leaders in technology as partners. We are proud to 

partner with Trader to supply revolutionary smart technology options in our homes, across Australia.” 

 

What a wonderful partnership for all parties embracing innovation and the Trader Team supporting all of 

the Electrical Contractors who work with Green Homes Australia around the country. 


